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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Adaptive sampling and sleep scheduling can help realize the much
needed resource efficiency in densely deployed autonomic sensorbased systems that monitor and reconstruct physical or environmental phenomena. This paper presents a data-centric approach to
distributed adaptive sampling aimed at minimizing the communication and processing overhead in autonomic networked sensorbased systems. The proposed solution exploits the spatio-temporal
correlation in sensed data and eliminates redundancy in transmitted
data through selective representation without compromising on accuracy of reconstruction of the monitored phenomenon at a remote
monitor node. In addition, the solution also exploits the same correlations for adaptive sleep scheduling aimed at saving energy in
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) while also providing a mechanism for ensuring connectivity to the monitor node. The datacentric joint adaptive-sampling and sleep-scheduling solution, SILENCE, has been evaluated through real experiments on a testbed
monitoring temperature and humidity distribution in a rack of servers
as well as through extensive simulations on TOSSIM, the TinyOS
simulator.

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are distributed, autonomic sensor and actor systems [14] that feature a tight combination of, and
coordination between, the system’s computational and physical elements to enable timely reaction to sensor information with an effective action. For instance, CPSs can be employed for monitoring heat and air circulation inside a datacenter to enable energyefficient thermal management decisions such as workload distribution and cooling system optimization. Such distributed sensorbased systems are, in general, composed of heterogeneous sensor
nodes that differ with respect to i) the type of data they can sense
(e.g., temperature, humidity, vibration, air flow, images), ii) the
source of energy for operation, and iii) the mode of data transmission making them constrained in terms of energy or communication cost or both, as shown in Table 1. In CPSs, as derived
metrics from data are of greater interest than the raw sensed data
itself, the self-managing autonomic sensing systems deployed for
estimating a physical or environmental phenomenon primarily address three major issues through self-configuration, self-healing,
and self-optimization. They are 1) sampling rate in space, 2) sampling rate in time, and 3) data reporting rate.
The phenomenon of interest is in general characterized by multiple manifestations. For example, temperature, humidity, and airflow rates (manifestations) are crucial for understanding thermal
hotspots (the phenomenon) inside datacenters. Hence, accurate estimation of a phenomenon requires simultaneous monitoring of its
multiple manifestations, which exhibit their own spatial and temporal variation characteristics. Such nodes, equipped with multiple
sensors, are generally deployed in a dense fashion to ensure sensing and communication coverage because of their small sensing (or
scope) and transmission range, respectively. Because of the high
density of nodes, there is in general a high degree of correlation
among observations of spatially proximal nodes (spatial correlation). Also, the degree of correlation between consecutive measurements collected at a node may vary according to the temporal variation characteristics of the manifestation (temporal correlation). Therefore, resource-efficient estimation of the phenomenon
can be performed by exploiting the spatial and temporal correlation
characteristics of its manifestations [24, 25].
In this paper, we present distributed adaptive sampling for sensorbased autonomic systems (SILENCE) for resource-efficient estimation of a phenomenon. SILENCE combines data-centric adaptive sampling with an adaptive sleep-scheduling algorithm while
also providing mechanisms for ensuring connectivity in CPSs composed of a network of wireless sensors. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to consider such joint approach. The
solution exploits the spatial and temporal correlation in the manifestations to eliminate redundancy and to reduce the cost of pro-
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Energy Source

Table 1: Categories of sensor-based systems.
Communication Mode
Wired
Wireless
Bandwidth
connectivity
Power line Unconstrained
constrained
Bandwidth,
connectivity,
Battery
Energy constrained
energy
constrained

to eliminate redundancy and to reduce the cost of processing and
communicating potentially large volumes of data (of the order of
gigabits) to a monitor node.
We evaluated our scheme through real experiments on a Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) testbed of TelosB sensor motes monitoring
temperature distribution in a rack of 13 servers and also through extensive simulations on TOSSIM, the TinyOS simulator. We studied
the trade-off between gains in terms of energy cost savings (for
sensing and communication) and loss in accuracy. Using our algorithms, we observed that we can achieve up to approximately 50%
reduction in the number of nodes (REPs) transmitting data to the
sink (remote processing center) while also significantly saving on
energy and communication costs (approximately 30%) in our experimental and simulation scenarios. We compare our distributed
heuristic approach with the benchmark provided by a centralized
optimization problem. We also demonstrate the effectiveness of
our solution when monitoring multiple manifestations and in highdensity deployment scenarios.
The following are the contributions of our work.
• We propose a decentralized data-centric adaptive sampling
scheme (SILENCE) that elects appropriate representatives
for selective data reporting to the sink while maintaining userspecified reconstruction accuracy.
• We also propose to combine adaptive sampling with a dataand communication-centric sleep scheduling to bridge the
gap between data-centric distributed sensing and connectivity issues in a sparsely connected WSN.
• We allow the user to steer the performance of the sensorbased system (in terms of the number of REPs reporting to
the sink and the accuracy in reconstruction of the manifestations) through specification of two key thresholds.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 highlights the contribution of this work and compares it with existing
approaches. Sect. 3 discusses the optimal centralized approach and
provides insights for the design of our distributed solution. Sect.
4 describes our scheme for autonomic adaptive sampling in detail.
Sect. 5 presents the experiment and simulation setup and discusses
the performance evaluation of our proposed solution. Finally, we
conclude our paper in Sect. 6.

and

and

cessing and communicating large volumes of sensed data to a base
station (or sink) for post processing. Note that the proposed solution is relevant and applicable to any complex sensor-based system
consisting of heterogeneous sensors falling under any of the four
categories shown in Table 1.
Specifically, the proposed distributed solution enables each node
to decide its state (or role) and sleeping schedule independently
based on correlation and similarity of its own sampled data with
that of the neighboring nodes’ obtained through local control messaging. This aggregated data helps a node determine whether to
play the role of a representative (REP) and, consequently, to actively report data to the sink on behalf of a group of nodes; or to
be an associate (ASSOC) to a REP and sleep. Putting nodes to
sleep ensures that energy is not spent on packet receptions as well
as sensing. This is advantageous as it saves resources (energy and
bandwidth) whatever be the system category (Table 1). Two nodes
are said to be sensing similar values if the difference between the
means of magnitude of the manifestation k observed at the two
nodes is less than a user-specified threshold ekth . Measured values of manifestation k at two nodes are said to be correlated if the
correlation coefficient calculated using recent samples of data from
k
those nodes is greater than a user-specified threshold (γth
). The
sleep duration is calculated based on the degree of temporal correlation.
The REPs also exploit the temporal correlation characteristics of
their sensed data to adapt the rate of control message broadcasts
and data transmissions to the sink. Furthermore, ASSOCs wake up
periodically and can identify or track any variation in the spatial
distribution of the manifestation over time and change their state
accordingly in order to enable accurate reconstruction at the sink.
The accuracy measure verifies whether the distributed solution follows the variation in the manifestations of the phenomenon while
still satisfying user-specified thresholds.
To put the applicability of our work into context, consider the
following scenario. The growing popularity of cloud computing
has led to an increase in the size and number of datacenters. The
operating costs are becoming extremely high with a significant portion of it being costs associated with cooling. Meanwhile, there is
an increasing awareness and emphasis on green computing practices that encourage energy-efficient design, operation, and maintenance of computing infrastructure. To balance these conflicting
demands, we envision the use of an intelligent, non-invasive, easily deployable, wireless network of heterogeneous sensors feeding
vital information to help in the design of environment-aware and
energy-efficient solutions for datacenters. For instance, consider
instrumenting a large High Performance Computing (HPC) datacenter (consisting of 1000 racks and 50 blade servers in each rack)
with temperature and humidity sensors on each server (50000 in
total). SILENCE, when running on such a sensing infrastructure
will exploit the spatial and temporal correlation in the phenomenon

2. OUR CONTRIBUTION
Recent work on energy-efficient thermal management of datacenters assume that the information required to make thermalaware decisions (such as cooling system optimization and/or workload redistribution) is readily available without considering the communication and computation overhead involved in the collection
and processing of huge amounts of raw sensor measurements [16,
2, 3]. In reality, thermal- or cooling-aware datacenter management
schemes require information about i) inlet and outlet fan temperature for each machine (blade or chassis), ii) CPU or core utilization
for each machine, iii) Computer Room Air Conditioner (CRAC) air
inlet and outlet temperature, iv) the fan speeds (CRAC and computing unit exhaust fans), v) power specifications of each computing
machine type, and vi) workload information (duration, start time,
arrival frequency, etc).
A significant contribution of our work is to reduce amount of
information required for challenging real-world applications such
as thermal-aware datacenter management without penalizing the
effectiveness of the management decisions due to inaccurate reconstruction of the phenomenon. Ours is also the first work to
jointly consider adaptive sampling for collecting data and sleepscheduling for energy savings while taking connectivity issues in
WSNs into account. Previous solutions for energy saving using
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cluster-heads/local base stations focus on how to reduce the quantity of the data transmitted to the sink, but do not take the quality
of the data in account. However, our solution ensures data quality
by employing similarity along with correlation for exploiting spatial and temporal correlation in sensor data. The number of REPs
selected and their spatial distribution is determined by the reconstruction accuracy that the user wants eventually. This solution
is integrated with a mechanism to ensure end-to-end connectivity
(i.e., any REPs to the sink) that are directly/indirectly overlooked
in many literatures related to clustering algorithms in WSNs.
Our approach is different from traditional clustering algorithms
(e.g., [27, 15, 5, 4]), which reduce global communication to prolong the lifetime of the network, or self-organization mechanisms
(e.g., [22, 23, 6, 17]), which use dynamic role assignment to extend the lifetime of the network while also reducing communication
cost. Such solutions, in fact, have largely overlooked autonomic
integration between self-configuration and data interpretation. In
such schemes, the group leaders (cluster heads/ local base stations)
are selected not based on the quality of the data that the user needs
but based on the constraints such as lifetime of the network, energy,
and wireless link quality.
Also, SILENCE differs from solutions that perform in-network
processing of data to eliminate redundancy such as compression
(e.g., [11, 18]), data aggregation (e.g., [13, 10]), source coding
(e.g., [8, 19]), and routing and data compression (e.g., [21, 20]) as
they require constant local communication inside a cluster/group
of nodes. Instead, our solution puts the nodes to sleep in order
to reduce local communication and to save energy, while ensuring
user-specified levels of accuracy in data reconstruction. This approach is different from previous sleep-scheduling algorithms [26,
7] because it adjusts sleep duration based on the data correlation
while others are scheduled for increasing network lifetime. In SILENCE, connectivity issues are addressed and solved by using a
mechanism employing AWAKE packets to notify that the node is
no longer sleeping, but awake and ready for relaying the packets.
An interesting feature of SILENCE is the use of similarity along
with temporal correlation for determining the spatial correlation in
sensor data. We achieve resource efficiency (reduction of costs for
processing and global communication of sensor data) by allowing
only a subset of nodes (REPs) to send meaningful data to the sink
while the rest of the nodes (ASSOCs) sleep. This representation
of a group of ASSOCs by a single REP is possible only due to the
use of similarity along with correlation. If only correlation were
considered, a REP would end up representing nodes that experience
only a correlated trend in variation of the manifestation with that of
its own and not similar values.
Interestingly, SILENCE also allows the user to steer the performance of the sensor-based system (in terms of the number of REPs
reporting to the sink and the accuracy in reconstruction of the manifestations) through specification of two important thresholds for
k
similarity (ekth ) and correlation (γth
) for each manifestation k associated with a phenomenon. The user or administrator of the networked system can decide the granularity at which s/he needs data
from the sensing system. For instance, in datacenters, sensed temperature and humidity values are crucial as they convey the operating environment of servers that may be handling sensitive and
crucial data. Their values directly reflect on the performance of
the machines and, hence, they should be monitored at a very fine
granularity. Another scenario could be a networked sensing system
monitoring a green house botanic garden where larger thresholds
could be set as it may be sufficient to obtain measurements at a
coarse granularity. SILENCE is easily implementable and scalable
to large and dynamic sensor-based systems. The highly decentral-
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Figure 1: (a) Spatial distribution of a manifestation (temperature) in a 2D field; (b) Reconstructed field with data reported
only by 210 REPs out of 400 nodes; (c) Variation in spatial
distribution of the manifestation (area marked by dashed circle); (d) Reconstruction of the modified field with data from
218 REPs after some AWAKE − ASSOCs change state to become
REPs.
ized nature of our solution is demonstrated using a simulated scenario in which a localized change in the spatial distribution of the
manifestation is identified and dealt with locally without involving nodes that are not spatially proximal and unconcerned with that
change.
The following simulated scenario illustrates the reconstruction
of the spatial distribution of a manifestation at the sink. The distribution of temperature in a 100 × 100 m2 field and its remote
reconstruction (at the sink) with data obtained from the nodes of a
sensor-based system that employs SILENCE are shown in Fig. 1.
The nodes determine their roles in a distributed fashion through the
exchange of control messages. Figure 1(a) shows the actual spatial distribution of temperature in the field and Fig. 1(b) shows the
reconstruction at the sink with the data obtained from 210 REPs
out of 400 nodes deployed. When there is a change in the spatial
distribution of data over time in the same field, as shown in Fig.
1(c) (marked by the dashed circle), some ASSOCs capture the variation and change their state to help the sink reflect the same in its
reconstruction, as depicted in Fig. 1(d). Note that SILENCE neither assumes any pre-deployment optimization of nodes nor a priori
knowledge of spatio-temporal correlation of the manifestations.

3. CENTRALIZED APPROACH
In this section, we discuss the REP selection problem of SILENCE for a deployment of N nodes in a 2D field as a centralized
optimization problem. The motivation for this exercise is twofold:
firstly, even though optimal centralized solution is impractical, complicated, and non-scalable, it gives us insight to make key design
decisions for our heuristic distributed solutions; secondly, the performance of the optimal centralized approach serves as a benchmark for comparison.
The maximum error ekmax in reconstruction observed over all N
nodes in the field should be minimized to find the optimal set of
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ASSOC and REP

ited sensing and communication range of sensor nodes. Detailed
comparisons between SILENCE and the centralized solution with
different error thresholds are presented in Sect. 5.1.

nodes. Here, the error in reconstruction is defined
as the absolute difference between the actual value measured by
a node on the field and the value that is reconstructed at the sink
based on the information from its REP. The optimization problem
should aims at finding the optimal set of REPs that minimize this
maximum error in reconstruction to a value below the threshold
specified by the user. When the number of nodes, N , the number of REPs, M , and the manifestation k are given, the problem
should find the optimal set of M REPs that would minimize the
maximum error ekmax in reconstruction. The objective of the optimization problem should be to minimize the maximum error (given
by the infinity norm of a vector of error values) in reconstruction of
manifestation k, when only M out of the available N nodes report
their measured values to the sink. Constraints to the problem should force the total number of REPs to be equal to M , should force
a REP to be associated only with itself and also ensure that only
ASSOCs are associated to REPs and not vice-versa, and finally, should force every node that is not a REP to be associated with one
and only one REP.
As our objective is to find the minimum number of REPs, M , and
the best possible set of those from the total number of nodes, N , so
that the error threshold set by the user is satisfied, we should solve
N
N· M
of these problems for every snapshot by fixing M in each
problem. The complexity of the optimization problem increases as
the number of nodes N increases and is impractical for real-world
deployment. However, the centralized problem provides us with
insights for devising distributed mechanisms to select the best set
of REP nodes while minimizing the error in reconstruction of the
phenomenon. To achieve the dual objective of energy efficiency
and minimization of reconstruction error, we follow a divide and
conquer approach to split the problem of finding the best set of
REPs into a number of localized optimization problems. In this
strategy, measured values are locally exchanged between nodes and
REPs are elected through a distributed election procedure.

Error threshold, eth = 0.5°C
k

4. PROPOSED SOLUTION
SILENCE enables each node in autonomic sensor-based systems
to determine its role or state dynamically and independently (selfconfigure) through the exchange of control messages. The three
states (two primary and one auxiliary) that a node can be in are
REP, ASSOC, and AWAKE − ASSOC. Primarily, a node can either
be a REP or an ASSOC; REPs periodically transmit sampled data
to the sink along with the list of their ASSOCs so that the sink can
accurately reconstruct the spatial distribution of the manifestations,
while the ASSOCs go to sleep to save energy. The other auxiliary
state that a node can be in is a special case of the primary ASSOC
state: an AWAKE − ASSOC is an ASSOC that has woken up to verify if its newly sampled data is still correlated and similar to that
of its REP and to aid in relaying packets to the sink. It changes
its state to become a REP and reports to the sink if there is a significant variation in the spatial distribution of data over time (selfheal). Thus, the solution allows only an appropriate (small) subset
of nodes to send meaningful data to the sink and strives to incur
only lower-than-acceptable loss of accuracy in the reconstruction
of the phenomenon.
To realize the adaptive sampling goals, SILENCE relies on very
basic assumptions about the underlying sensor-based system of the
broader CPS. Firstly, each sensor node i is aware of its position pi
in the field in the field. This is necessary to spatially reconstruct
the data at the sink. Secondly, we assume that REPs in the field can
communicate with the sink over multiple hops, if required, through
the use of an appropriate routing communication protocol, i.e., geographical routing.

4.1 Similarity and Correlation
The key component of SILENCE, i.e., transition between roles
or states of a node is based on i) events and ii) control messages,
depends on two important metrics: 1) similarity and 2) correlation.
Two nodes n and m are said to be sensing similar values if the difference between the means of their measured values of a manifestation k, eknm , is less than a user-specified threshold, ekth . Measured
values of manifestation k at n and m are said to be correlated if the
k
correlation coefficient, γnm
, which is calculated using S samples
of data from those nodes, is greater than a user-specified threshold,
k
γth
. The formulae used for determining similarity and correlation
are as follows,

Number of REPs
using SILENCE

k

k

ekn,m = |ψ n − ψm |,
k
ψn

(1)

k
ψm

and
are the means of S samples of the manifestation
where
k
k at nodes n and m, respectively. The correlation coefficient γn,m
is given by,
S
k
k
k
k
k
s=1 [ψns − ψ n ] · [ψms − ψ m ]

γn,m
= 
. (2)
S
S
k
k
k − ψ ]2 ·
k − ψ ]2
[ψ
[ψ
ns
ms
n
m
s=1
s=1

Figure 2: Error in reconstruction for different number of
REPs.
We also performed comparisons between the centralized approach
and SILENCE on a 16 node sensor network deployed in a 50×50
m2 field. The minimum of maximum reconstruction error obtained
when the centralized problem is solved by varying M from 1 to 16
is shown in Fig. 2. The maximum reconstruction error falls within
the threshold we set ekth = 0.5 ◦ C only when the number of REPs,
M , is at least 11. From our simulation in TOSSIM for the same
deployment, field and error threshold, we observed the number of
REPs chosen by SILENCE fluctuates between 11 and 12, which is
close to the optimal solution. Difference in the solutions of the centralized approach and the distributed approach can be attributed to
the non-idealities that are introduced by the wireless link and lim-

If n and m are sensing similar and correlated values, then n is a
potential-ASSOC of m and viceversa. Actual-ASSOCs are finalized
after control message exchanges.

4.2 State Transitions
The three states that a node on the field can be in at any point in
time as well as the events and messages that trigger state transitions
are depicted in Fig. 3. Initially, after deployment, all the sensor
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{e k >| ethk |, -- , -- }

rate of change of the manifestations over time. This is evident from
the way the time series measurements of each manifestation is conveyed in the packets as <Value, Duration> pairs: the slower the
rate of change of manifestations at a sensor node, the lower the frequency of transmission of both types of packets. This component
of the solution is called adaptive data reporting.
Figures 4(a) and (b) show the two different phases, namely, the
Sampling Phase (whose duration is TEnd -TStart) and the State Demax
cision Phase (whose duration is less than TEnd
-TEnd ) that a REP
and ASSOC can be in. The curved arrow pointing towards the time
axis represents incoming messages/packets and the curved arrow
pointing away from the time axis represents outgoing packets. With
the samples in the DATA or HELLO packets that each REP receives
from its neighbors, a REP calculates its updated list of potentialASSOCs and actual-ASSOCs, and appends this information in its
future HELLO broadcasts. At TEnd , the REP stops sampling and
makes a decision whether to stay in the same state or transition to
be an ASSOC to another REP. This decision is entirely based on
similarity and correlation between its own sampled data and the
data of neighboring nodes obtained from received HELLO packets. With the most recently updated list of potential-ASSOCs based
on similarity and correlation, a node decides on its future state as
shown in Algorithm 1. A REP switches to the ASSOC state only if
it finds a suitable REP that satisfies both the similarity and correlation thresholds and has a higher number of potential-ASSOCs than
itself.

REP

{e k >| ethk | γ k <| γ thk | , LEAVE , ACK }

{e k <| ethk | γ k >| γ thk |, JOIN , ACK }
{T >Tsleep , -- , -- }
ASSOC

{T <Tsleep , -- , -- }

ethk , γ thk

AWAKE-ASSOC

{e k <| ethk | γ k >| γ thk |, -- , -- }

= Thresholds for similarity and
correlation for manifestation k

Tsleep = Sleep duration of
the ASSOC

Figure 3:
Illustration of states and state transitions
({Event, T x, Rx} represents the event and control messages
that trigger a state change).
max
min
TEnd
TEnd TEnd

TStart
Transmissions

1) HELLO Broadcasts
2) DATA to sink
3) ACK for JOIN/LEAVE

JOIN

Algorithm 1 State decision using similarity and correlation.

Time
Receptions

1) HELLO Broadcasts
2) JOIN/LEAVE
3) AWAKE Broadcasts

Sampling Phase

INIT _ STATE _ DECISION :

ACK for JOIN

IS_ASSOC = 0, MY _REP = 0
k
ek
th , γth = {User-specified threshold for similarity and correlation}
LIST _REPP A = {List of potential REPs}

State Decision Phase

STATE _ DECISION :

(a)
T

TStart
Transmissions

min
End

In LIST _REPP A find LIST _REPPmax
A
if SIZE (LIST _REPPmax
A ) == 1 then
max
MY _REP = LIST _REPP A
IS_ASSOC = 1
Send JOIN, Receive ACK
Sleep (TSleep )
else
max
In LIST _REPPmax
A find REPID
max
MY _REP = REPID
IS_ASSOC = 1
Send JOIN, Receive ACK
Sleep (TSleep )
end if

max
End

TEnd T

AWAKE Broadcasts
LEAVE

Time
Receptions

1) HELLO Broadcasts

ACK for LEAVE

2) AWAKE Broadcasts

Sampling Phase

State Decision Phase

(b)
Figure 4: (a) Incoming and outgoing messages at a REP
node over time; (b) Incoming and outgoing messages at a
AWAKE − ASSOC over time.
nodes in the field are in the REP state. Each REP periodically samples every manifestation k of the phenomenon and transmits it to
the sink if there is connectivity or advertises the measured values
to its neighbors through HELLO broadcasts in an independentlydetermined sampling duration. For each node, the Sampling Phase
min
starts at TStart and ends at TEnd , randomly chosen between TEnd
max
and TEnd
, as shown in Fig. 4(a).
HELLO packet from a node contains time series values of the
manifestations (sampled data) observed at that node, additional information about the number of neighboring nodes that can be potentialASSOCs, and the number of neighboring nodes that are actualASSOCs of that REPs. In the meantime, a REP sends DATA packets to the sink periodically and also receives a number of HELLO
broadcasts from its neighboring REPs. The structure of HELLO
and DATA packets are shown in Fig. 5. The frequency with which
both the packets are transmitted is adaptively determined from the
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After a list of potential REPs is available (LIST_REPPA ) in the
Sampling Phase, each node chooses the one with the highest number of potential associates (LIST_REPmax
PA ) in the State Decision
Phase (Fig. 4(a)). Node IDs are used to break the deadlock – a
situation where two REPs have similar number of potential associates and one has to be chosen for association – if there is one. The
transition is complete with the exchange of JOIN and ACK packets
that contain sleeping duration TSleep based on the correlation. After the state transition, the new ASSOC node goes to sleep during
TSleep . Conversely, if the REP chooses to continue in the same
state, the whole cycle starting from TStart repeats itself. The system is capable of avoiding undesired associations between nodes
that are within each other’s RF range and that are accidentally measuring similar values. This ability of the system can be attributed
to the intentionally long Sampling Phase employed at every REP
(initially all nodes are REPs) and AWAKE-ASSOC as shown in
Figs. 4(a) and (b). The long Sampling Phase ensures that undesired
associations due to transient and erratic behaviors of sensors do not
happen.

Hello Packet

Maximum Packet length : 128 (bytes)

CC2420 Header PA size
(11)
(n)

PA list
(2 * n)

AA size
(m)

AA list
(2 * m)

M1 M2 M2

Data Packet
CC2420 Header
(11)

Src ID Sink ID AA size
(2)
(2)
(m)

PA : Potential Associates

AA list
(2*m)

M1 M2 M2

...

d

...

3

Time series samples of
multiple manifestations (k)

f
c
4

a

Time series samples of
multiple manifestations (k)

2

e

b 2

3

h
2

1

k

3

AA : Actual Associates M# : <Value,Duration> pairs

g

j

i

0

Figure 5: Structures of HELLO and DATA packets.
Figure 6: Example of REP selection (small-lettered alphabet
represents node IDs, while the numbers below represent the
number of potential-ASSOCs).

4.3 Sleep Scheduling and Connectivity
In the case of WSNs, ensuring connectivity among the REP nodes
and the sink/base station is as important as saving energy and wireless communication bandwidth. In SILENCE, the sleep duration
TSleep for an ASSOC can be fixed or can be adaptively adjusted
based on the degree of similarity and correlation of the ASSOC
min
and REPs data, i.e., TSleep = φ(e1 . . . eK , γ 1 . . . γ K ) · TSleep
,
where K is the maximum number of manifestations. The activity of an AWAKE − ASSOC (an ASSOC after its sleep duration) is
shown in Fig. 4(b). In the Sampling Phase, an AWAKE − ASSOC
listens to HELLO broadcasts from all the neighboring REPs including its own. It does not transmit any HELLO packets. At the end of
the Sampling Phase, it verifies similarity and correlation of its own
sampled data and that of its REP s received recently. If each of the
k
thresholds ekth and γth
for all the manifestations are satisfied, the
node switches back to ASSOC state and sleeps again. If any of the
threshold is not satisfied, the AWAKE − ASSOC switches to REP
state after exchanging LEAVE and ACK packets with its old REP.
Even though REPs are always ‘ON’ for relaying packets from
other nodes, reliable connectivity from every REP to the sink node
cannot be ensured in WSNs. This is because SILENCE has elected
the REPs in a data-centric manner. Hence, AWAKE − ASSOCs should be utilized to opportunistically relay packets for multi-hop
communication. However, connectivity between AWAKE − ASSOCs
cannot always be ensured because they may not have information
about the next node to route the packet toward the sink. Hence,
AWAKE − ASSOCs use an AWAKE broadcast packet for announcing availability for multi hopping. The best next hop (ASSOC/REP)
with respect to delay or distance could be selected by the REP because it has the sleeping duration and location information of its
ASSOCs exchanged during association. AWAKE packet contains
duration of the availability (TEnd − TCurrent ) and location information for geographical routing. Neighboring AWAKE − ASSOCs
and REPs overhear this packet and choose the next best hop depending on the available information and the routing strategies (e.g.,
minimum delay, minimum number of hops, minimum energy).

a, b, d, and e will decide to be ASSOCs of node c and will send
a JOIN message to c. Once they receive an ACK from c they
switch states. Similarly, node h will send a JOIN message to the
node g, which will send a JOIN request to node f . An important
feature to note in this scheme is that JOIN and ACK transactions
happen in a window of time and an ASSOC does not go to sleep
immediately after an ACK. This allows h to join g, which may
have already decided to be an ASSOC to f . In that case, g accepts
the request from h and will also notify both f and h about this
situation.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The performance of SILENCE, our adaptive sampling scheme
for autonomic sensor-based systems, was evaluated through real
experiments using a WSN composed of TelosB motes and repeatable simulations on TOSSIM, the TinyOS 2.x simulator. We also
compared its performance against the centralized optimal REP selection procedure. As the time complexity of the combinatorial
problem is a limiting factor, we could only compare the performance for a small deployment of nodes. We perform real experiments to demonstrate that SILENCE is easily implementable and
realizable in practice. Since large-scale experiments could not be
conducted, we use simulations to study the performance of our algorithm in large-scale and high-density deployment scenarios. The
experiment and simulation setup as well as their results are detailed
in the following.

5.1 Real Experiments
Figure 7 shows our real experiment setup of 26 TelosB motes
densely deployed on 13 servers/blades in a server rack. The blades

4.4 Toy Example
We present a toy example to help understand REP selection in
SILENCE better. Figure 6 shows node ID and number of potentialASSOCs for every node. Solid circles represents the nodes that have
similar and correlated values in time. Dotted lines between the
circles represent whether a communication link exists between the
nodes or not. Once the network is deployed, every node is a REP
that senses and communicates its data. Based on their own data
and on the information from the neighbors, each node computes
its potential number of ASSOCs and advertises that it could be a
REP should it have at least one potential associate. Nodes with
no potential-ASSOCs due to absence of communication with others
(here node i) or due to dissimilarity in data (here node j and k),
will continue to be REPs. Nodes c and f will decide to continue
to be REPs as they know they have the highest number of potential
ASSOCs based on the information about their neighborhood. Nodes

Figure 7: Experiment setup - 26 telosB motes (deployed in front
of the blades) measuring multiple manifestations such as temperature, humidity, and luminescence.
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Figure 8: Experiment results - Spatial correlation (a, b, and c) and temporal correlation (d, e, and f) in measured data (temperature)
among the 26 nodes.
are shown in the context of a large datacenter though we focus on
monitoring only one server rack in the machine room at the NSF
Center for Autonomic Computing at Rutgers University. The temperature sensors on the motes measure the external temperature and
are used to estimate heat generation and distribution during the operation of these servers [12]. Two sensor motes are deployed at
the front of each server blade, one right in front of the outlet fan
and one farther away at the other end. Figures 8(a)-(f) visualize
the strong spatial and temporal correlation in measured temperature data (single snapshot from sensors placed close to the outlet
fans) among the 26 sensor nodes based on the workload distribution. The blades are numbered 1 to 13 from top to bottom.

In Fig. 8(a) it can be seen that when blades 7-10 from the top are
operational (marked with solid circles) there is a significant difference in temperature between the operational and idle server blades.
Moreover, due to the spatial proximity of blades 6 and 11 to the operational ones they also experience a higher temperature compared
to the other idle ones. Similar spatial correlation can be observed in
the scenarios depicted in Figs. 8 (b), and (c), where the odd numbered blades and blades 7-13 are are operational respectively. The
dipicted spatial correlation was observed at a particular snapshot
where the thermal impacts of running blades are high. We observe
significant spatial correlations between server temperature.
Figures 8 (d), (e), and (f) show the temporal correlation of the
measured data among the 13 sensor nodes (in front of outlet fans of
each blade) over time for the operational scenarios depicted in Figures 8 (a), (b) and (c). We run SILENCE on this sensor network to
verify whether it effectively exploits the spatial and temporal correlation in the observed manifestation (temperature) to elect only
an appropriate number of REPs for reporting data to the sink. We
set the error threshold etemp
= 0.5 ◦ C and correlation threshold
th
temp
= 0.75. Figure 9 shows the number of REPs transmitting
γth
data to the sink as the manifestation changes over time and the reconstruction accuracy i.e., number of nodes within the error threshold specified by the user. It can be observed that as the thresholds
are relaxed, the number of REPs decreases further for the same
phenomenon as only the minimum number of REPs required for
a specified reconstruction accuracy are selected. The savings in
terms of communication cost is evident as a fewer number of nodes
are reporting data to the sink compared to the base case (when all
nodes transmit).
To verify whether SILENCE achieves its objective of selecting
the appropriate number of REPs, we compare its result with the
outcome of a centralized optimal REP selection for different error
thresholds (etemp
= 0.5 ◦ C and 1.0 ◦ C). Figure 10 shows that the
th
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Figure 9: Experiment results - Number of REPs and percentage
of nodes within the error threshold specified by the user (here
ekth = 0.5 ◦ C for temperature) over time.
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where Eelec [J] is the energy consumed by the electronic circuit,
Ecomm [J] energy consumed for communication, V is the battery
voltage (Volts), I is the current (Ampere), L is the packet size,
and R is the radio transmission/reception rate. SILENCE using
adaptive sleep scheduling is compared against SILENCE employing fixed sleep scheduling and a generalized LEACH-like solution
[9] referred to as LEACH-gen.
Our implementation of LEACH-gen, does not employ the localized election mechanism for REP selection. The nodes randomly decide to be REPs or ASSOCs based on a probability distribution. We considered two options for modification LEACH for
a fair comparison with SILENCE. Option (1) was to mimic original LEACH in which the ASSOCs do not go to sleep. In fact, in
original LEACH, there is constant intra-cluster communication so
to perform some signal processing on the data, which is then transmitted to the sink by the REP. Comparison of SILENCE with such
an approach would be unfair because even though the reconstruction error for LEACH can be comparable to SILENCE (if appropriate data processing is done at REPs), the energy consumption
due to permanently awake ASSOCs and network congestion due
to high overhead for constant intra-cluster communication will be
very high for LEACH. Option (2) was to mimic LEACH only with
respect to the REP selection process (based on a probability distribution) and then put the ASSOCs to sleep. This way, there is no
intra-cluster data exchange after REP selection and no data processing at the REPs just as in SILENCE. Our intention was to maintain
the focus only on the REP selection process, method for elimination
of redundancy in reported data, and their effect on reconstruction
of the phenomenon. Hence, we chose option (2).
For slow, moderate, and fast varying fields, Fig. 11 shows the
number of REPs transmitting sensed data of different manifestations (temperature and humidity values) to the sink at different
points in time and the corresponding percentage of nodes with value
estimates (reconstruction) within the error thresholds for the two
manifestations specified by the user. Even with a stringent target
reconstruction accuracy of etemp
= 0.5 ◦ C and ehum
= 3%, SIth
th
LENCE achieves up to 50%, 40%, 25% reduction in the number
of nodes transmitting data to the sink (REPs) for slow, moderate,
and fast variation rates for the field, respectively (Fig. 11). The
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Figure 10: Experiment results - Comparison of performance of
SILENCE with centralized optimal REP selection.
number of representative nodes selected by SILENCE is comparable to the optimal value for different error thresholds.

5.2 Simulations
As the size of our testbed was a limiting factor in the study of
the performance of SILENCE under high-density and large scale
deployment scenarios, we performed additional simulations on the
TinyOS simulator, TOSSIM. For simulations, it is key that the right
models are used for the phenomenon. The spatio-temporal distribution of manifestations considered in simulations (temperature and
humidity) is modeled based on the characteristics of actual data
measured in the testbed. We assume that we have 400 motes measuring temperature and humidity data, which has the same range
(minimum to maximum) as the real observed testbed data and spatial correlation scaled in distance for simplification. The temporal
correlation was also scaled in time to obtain three different fields
that vary at different rates (slow, moderate, and fast). We set the
rate of variation of manifestations between two significant values
(differing by at least 5%) to be the same rate as the one observed
in actual measured data. For a moderately varying field we modified the rate of variation to 5 times the original (or slow field) and
for a fast varying field we made it 10 times the original. The manifestations’ rate of variation in space and time are uncontrollable
in real experiments, which also serves as a motivation for our simulation study. The study of performance on slow-, medium, and
fast-varying fields is intended to convey the idea that the proposed
solution is not limited to slow-varying band-limited phenomenon.
The deployment, channel, and radio parameters used in the simulation are based on [1] and are listed in Table 2.
The two metrics used to measure the performance of our solution
are: 1) the energy cost (energy spent in Joules per second in the
sensor-based system) due to sensing and communication, and 2)
the accuracy of reconstruction of the manifestations (percentage of
nodes with reconstructed values lying within the error thresholds
specified by the user). The amount of data injected by our solution
into the network includes all control (HELLO, JOIN, LEAVE, ACK
and AWAKE − ASSOC packets) and data traffic (DATA packets).
The energy cost is calculated as follows.
E = Eelec + Ecomm ;

Ecomm = V · I ·

L
,
R

Table 2: Parameters of the model used for simulations
Physical deployment parameters
Terrain dimension
200x200 m2
Topology
Uniform random
Number for nodes
400
Channel parameters
Path loss exponent
3.3
Shadowing standard deviation
5.5 dB
Reference distance (D0 )
1m
Path loss at reference distance
-30 dBm
Radio Parameters
Transmission power
-1 dBm
White gaussian noise
4 dB
Radio noise floor
-105 dBm
Hardware Variance (For highly asymmetric links)
Covariance matrix
S = [S11 S12 ; S21 S22]
S11 (variance of noise floor)
3.7
S12 (covariance btw S1 and S1) -3.3
S21 (same as S12)
-3.3
S22 (variance of output power)
6.0

(3)
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REP selection procedure), which only uses information about the
average number of REPs and does not adapt. LEACH-gen’s inability to adapt is evident in Fig. 12(b). The extra overhead incurred
by SILENCE is justified by the significant reduction in reconstruction error compared to LEACH-gen as shown in Fig. 12(c). From
Figs. 12 (a), (b), and (c) one can clearly infer that SILENCE captures the variation in the manifestations and self-heals by adjusting
the number of (REPs) using marginally additional control overhead
in exchange for higher reconstruction accuracy at the sink. The
control overhead to select the best set of REPs is negligible compared to the case when all nodes in the WSN are transmitting sensed
data to the sink.
Multiple Manifestations: We also performed simulations to
verify the performance of SILENCE when multiple manifestations
(temperature and humidity) are taken into consideration. Several
strategies can be adopted to adapt SILENCE for sensor networks
monitoring more than one manifestation. Following are two possible strategies: i) two nodes n and m are said to be potentialASSOCs of each other only when they sense similar and correlated
k
values for all the manifestations, i.e., only when ekth and γth
are
satisfied for all k = 1, . . . , K and REPs are selected accordingly,
and ii) a different set of REPs are selected individually for each
manifestation k to transmit data to the sink.
Figure 13 shows the performance of our solution when we follow the first strategy considering two manifestations, temperature
and humidity. The model for humidity is again based on the actual data observed in our measurements and experiments on the
testbed setup. It can be seen that roughly 40% of the nodes are suf-

percentage of nodes for which the reconstruction accuracy is satisfied is also shown. The reconstruction error fluctuates and the
threshold is violated for only up to ∼10% of the nodes in the fast
varying scenario thus providing an insight into the limit on our solution’s performance. The transient and steady state of the networked
system when employing SILENCE can be clearly identified in the
graphs. As the average of the error alone does not provide the complete picture, we have also shown the percentage of nodes that are
within the error threshold (specified by the user) throughout the
duration of the experiment/simulation. Figure 11(c) clearly shows
that even for a fast varying field, which is 10 times faster than the
slow-varying field, the number of nodes within the threshold is not
lower than 90% in the worst case. Also, the average error (over all
nodes) in Fig. 12(c) for a fast varying field is less than the threshold specified by the user. Hence, we infer that SILENCE allows for
timely reaction to fast changes in the field.
Figure 12(a) shows the energy cost (network energy expenditure in Joules per second) incurred by SILENCE with fixed sleep
scheduling, SILENCE with adaptive sleep scheduling, and LEACHgen for the three different scenarios mentioned earlier. The energy
cost for SILENCE is more than the one incurred by a sensor-system
employing LEACH-gen. This can be attributed to the control overhead incurred by SILENCE. The graphs depicting control overhead
is not shown here as it follows the same trend as Fig. 12(a) and
due to space constraints. The average error in reconstruction, however, is higher for LEACH-gen compared to SILENCE as shown in
12(c). This is because of SILENCE’s sensitivity to variation in the
manifestations of the phenomenon unlike LEACH-gen (a random
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Figure 13: Simulation results - Performance of SILENCE
scheme with multiple manifestations.
ficient to reconstruct two manifestations, temperature and humidity
at a very high reconstruction accuracy, by leveraging similarity and
correlation of sensor values (of both manifestations) in proximal
sensor nodes. This is because the two manifestations are by nature highly correlated and the choice of REPs even when the they
are considered separately may be the same. However, more sophisticated strategies such as ones that associate weights to each
manifestation while determining similarity and correlation have to
be adopted when the monitored manifestations are highly uncorrelated (e.g., humidity and luminescence).

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We designed, developed, and implemented a distributed adaptive sampling solution, SILENCE, to reduce redundancy in raw
data through selective representation without compromising on accuracy of reconstruction of the phenomenon at the sink. We used
similarity and correlation in the sensed data and on the fly optimized the number of representatives reporting to the sink in a distributed manner in both space and time domains. SILENCE was
evaluated through experiments on a testbed of sensors monitoring
temperature distribution in a rack of servers and through extensive
simulations on TOSSIM, the TinyOS simulator. The results obtained through experiments and simulations are encouraging and
provide insights into the performance gains that can be achieved
by our autonomic adaptive sampling solution in terms of energy
efficiency, reduction in communication overhead, and most importantly reconstruction accuracy.
Our current testbed is small and limited to 26 sensor motes. We
are building a larger wireless sensor network testbed at our research
center and large-scale experiments will be performed once it is
available for use. Our current and future research efforts are targeted towards investigating distributed mechanisms to adapt powerful signal processing techniques like compressive sensing for incorporation into SILENCE for efficient joint autonomic adaptive
sampling of multiple correlated and uncorrelated manifestations.
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